
ON THE DOT.
A look behind the scenes of  
Agfa Graphics’ printing plate manufacturing.
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With our range of prepress, pre-media and digital printing 

solutions, we are active where you might not even expect it at 

first. With our extended range of solutions we can print nearly 

everything (or ón nearly everything), ranging from newspapers to 

magazines, books, labels and packaging, art reproductions, and 

even cabinet doors, table tops or floors. In addition we also have 

the software in house to create tablet publications, or to design 

security patterns for e.g. packaging or vouchers.

A mArket leAder WIth A lot of experIence

Agfa Graphics has 130 years of experience in the prepress and 

printing industry – experience that we use to serve graphic arts 

companies all across the globe.

We are the market leader in most of the segments we cater to. close to one third of 

all digital printing plates in the world is made by us. We set the standard in workflow 

innovation; over 10,000 printers use our prepress workflow software. one in two 

newspapers in the world is produced with Agfa Graphics technology. We have been  

the leader in chemistry-free printing plate technologies for the past decade.

In digital printing, we rank among the top three providers of UV inkjet printing 

technology. one out of six UV wide-format prints is printed with our inks. With an 

installed base of over 3,000 sign and display systems, we serve every segment of  

the UV wide-format market, worldwide.

our extensive patent portfolio is evidence of our dedication to developing  

solid innovations that continually take our customers to the next level of quality  

and productivity.

We have met before - Whatever you did this morning,  
wherever you are going tonight, you definitely have met  
or will meet Agfa Graphics on your way. 

Introducing Agfa Graphics
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commercIAl prIntInG

This diverse segment consists of over 100,000 printing companies 

worldwide and ranges from small family-owned concerns to 

multinational publication printers. magazines, books, catalogs, 

brochures, flyers are just some of the applications. Underlying there 

are geographic differences as well as different product dynamics. 

neWspAper prIntInG

Every day, more than 500 million newspaper copies are sold, 

varying hugely in circulation between a couple of thousand and 

several million. together, they reach 3 billion people. one in two 

newspapers is produced with Agfa Graphics technology.

pAckAGInG & lAbel prIntInG

In a world of population growth and industrialization, packaging and 

labels are a key marketing tool to enable brand owners to expand 

their businesses. In print value, they represent nearly one third of the 

total printed output.

Agfa Graphics is one of the largest providers of printing plates worldwide. 
The world market for digital printing plates amounts to approximately 
550 million square meters. Agfa Graphics supplies about one third of that 
volume. The printing plates that Agfa Graphics manufactures are used in 
different market segments:

The printing plate market 
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compared to other printing methods, offset printing is best suited 

for economically producing large volumes of high-quality prints in 

a manner that requires little maintenance.

process

offset lithography works on a very simple principle: ink and water 

don’t mix. A computer sends a page in layout to a platesetter, 

which uses a thermal or violet laser to put the text and images 

onto a printing plate by exposing and/or removing areas of 

coating. each of the primary colors – black, cyan (blue), magenta (red), and yellow – 

requires a separate plate.

on the press, the printing plates are dampened first by a fountain solution (water),  

then ink. the ink adheres to the image area, the water to the non-image area. then the 

inked image is transferred (or ‘offset’) to a rubber blanket, and from the rubber blanket to 

the printing surface. In web offset lithography, the paper is fed through the press as one 

continuous stream pulled from rolls of paper. the paper is cut to size after printing. offset 

lithography can also be done with pre-cut paper in sheetfed presses (picture below). 

Agfa Graphics’ printing plates are mostly used for offset printing. 
Offset lithography is one of the most common ways of creating 
printed materials. A few of its common applications include: 
newspapers, magazines, brochures, stationery, and books. 

Offset printing
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bAsed on sensItIVIty 

printing plates that are sensitive to visible light are based on  

a photopolymer emulsion. they are mainly used for the production  

of newspapers. they are imaged using violet laser light.

printing plates that are sensitive to heat are also called thermal 

plates. these plates are optimally suited for commercial printing 

and packaging because they have a high resolution and can  

be used for very high image quality work. they are imaged using  

a thermal laser.

bAsed on deVelopment

In conventional computer-to-plate (ctp) systems, the heat or light from the laser hits  

the sensitized layers of the plate to form a latent image. next, the plate is developed in  

a chemical process. this makes the latent image stable and durable.

With Agfa Graphics’ chemistry-free thermofuse technology, laser power is used to melt  

ultrafine thermoplastic particles and fuse them together to create a durable image on the 

aluminum plate substrate. this image does not need chemical development; it is ready 

immediately after imaging. the only thing left to do is to remove unused latex in the non-image 

areas in a clean-out step, using gum – or on the press in the case of direct-on-press plates.

Printing plates can be divided in categories  
based on different criteria:

Types of printing plates
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bAsed on theIr lIthoGrAphIc qUAlItIes

printing plates are also classified either positive or negative-working. 

With positive-working plates the unexposed areas of the plate 

become the image areas of the plate after the plate is digitally 

imaged with lasers. When a positive-working plate is exposed, the 

ctp imaging system creates non-image areas on the plate. during 

the exposure process, the laser loosens the emulsion in these areas, 

which is then washed from the plate, revealing the metal base 

beneath. the metal base of the plate attracts fountain solution 

during the printing process and the unexposed areas of emulsion, 

which are the image areas, attract the ink.

With negative-working plates, the exposed areas of the plate become the image  

areas after the plate is digitally imaged with lasers. When a negative-working  

plate is exposed, the areas of the emulsion exposed by the laser are the areas  

that attract the ink during the printing process and the unexposed areas become  

the non-image areas, which attract fountain solution and prevent the non-image  

area from attracting ink.

Whichever type of printing plates a printer considers, they are high-tech products  

these days. during their production process, efficiency, quality and sustainability  

are of the utmost importance and go hand in hand. this is necessary to offer our 

customers a high-quality and competitive product.

bAsed on ImAGInG method

printing plates can be imaged directly from a computer (digital printing plates) or via 

the intermediate step of film (analog printing plates). these days, most companies in 

the western world already use digitally imaged printing plates, whereas the emerging 

markets are rapidly transgressing from analog to digital printing plate imaging technology.

Raw aluminum - 5 x enlarged

The ‘milling lines’ made by the aluminum supplier’s 

machines are still visible.

Grained aluminum - 5 x enlarged

The ‘milling lines’ have been removed by the chemical attack of 

an acid, leading to fine roughness.

Grained aluminum - 100 x enlarged

The roughness of an offset plate substrate has a double  

structure. the pits and heights have an additional overlaying  

fine roughness structure.

Grained and coated photopolymer plate - 5 x enlarged

The roughness of an offset plate substrate remains  

visible after the coating process.
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How a printing plate is made

print quality begins at the printing plate. If the right dot gain curves have been applied 

in prepress and the plate has been processed correctly, the modern litho press is capable 

of printing 240 lpi (lines per inch) as standard, more if required. matched to the right 

paper and images, the result can be print of award-winning quality.

Achieving the quality of the printed dot on the page starts well before ink reaches the 

paper. A multi-stage process, where quality and consistency is built in at every point, 

delivers the plate that takes the ink from the press to the page.

Ever wondered how a high-quality printing plate is made though? Read about the  

journey from the raw bauxite ore to the high-quality, consistent product that arrives  

at the printing company. At every step, quality is monitored using the latest devices  

to ensure that prints will be flawless and printers’ customers delighted.

Printing plates are at the core of the printing process.  
Only a meticulous production process that leaves nothing to 
chance will result in flawless prints and happy print buyers.



Bauxite Refining Smelting Casting slabs
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The rolling process is an art in itself and is designed to deliver a strip of extremely pure, smooth aluminum  

ready for the coating stage. there are only a handful of companies able to carry out the rolling process  

to the specification and quality that plate manufacturers require, especially with regard to the quality 

of the metal which for printing is far beyond the tolerances that other users set. A battery of cameras and lasers, 

sensors and monitors is used to ensure tight adherence to the parameters required by the plate manufacturer.

Every printing plate is born as a lump of bauxite, an aluminum  

ore type found in a belt around the equator. the bauxite is  

mined from a few meters below the ground, and then transported 

to plants where the clay is washed off and the bauxite passes 

through a grinder.

during the refining process aluminum oxide as main component of 

bauxite is separated from other impurities by using a hot solution 

of caustic soda. the separated soluble sodium aluminate is further 

transferred to aluminum hydroxide and heated, filtered and dried 

to a pure white powder which is called alumina. About two tons of 

bauxite are needed to provide one ton of alumina. In metal plants, 

the refined alumina is converted at about 965°c in electrolysis 

cells to pure liquid aluminum.

The pure liquid aluminum is cast into large blocks called 

aluminum slabs of up to nine meter length, weighing up  

to 32 tons. these slabs will be scalped to provide a smooth  

surface for rolling, especially required by the graphics  

arts industry.

After the aluminum slabs are pre-heated to about 500°c to make 

them shapeable, their thickness gets reduced from 600 mm down 

to 4 mm in a massive hot rolling mill. the hot rolled strip of  

4 mm thickness is then rolled to a coil for further processing. In the following cold 

rolling steps the strip thickness is further reduced to the final thickness of usually 0.15 

to 0.40 mm step by step. from 4 to 2 to 1 to 0.5 and finally to e.g. 0.30 mm. through 

this rolling process, the surface is enlarged by a factor of 2000! Generating this surface 

without nearly any imperfection is the distinctive competency of the rolling mills. 

finally the rolled strip has to be stretch levelled, cleaned and conditioned to the 

final dimension. A perfect surface and excellent flatness of the aluminum strip is the 

precondition for an efficient further processing in the graphic arts industry.

From aluminum to rolls

From bauxite to aluminum
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The production process for Agfa Graphics’ printing plates occurs  

entirely in line. It starts with a coil of aluminum, and ends  

with a finished printing plate at the other end of the machine,  

after having travelled without interruption for up to 300 m. 

At the start of the production line, the aluminum coils are unwound.  

before putting the aluminum into production, a thorough quality check is 

performed on thickness, strength and waviness. the aluminum then  

undergoes a number of treatments:

printing plates. computers control the graining currents, the water temperatures  

and pressures. After roughening, the aluminum is cleaned once again and dried. 

Anodizing: on top of the grained surface, a layer of aluminum oxide is built up by 

applying direct current. this layer is hydrophilic; in other words: it attracts water. 

Anodization improves the durability of the plate, making it resistant to corrosion and 

wear, which is required for a firm and consistent printing result. 

Sealing of the surface: After the application of the oxide layer, a hydrophilic post-

treatment closes the pores in the aluminum oxide, guaranteeing a perfect ink/water 

balance for a trouble-free printing process.

Etching: Aluminum always oxidizes when in contact with air,  

and the undefined oxide layer must be removed. etching dissolves 

small metal particles from the aluminum surface. the smoother  

the micro-porous surface is, the better for the final printing 

properties of the plate.

Electrochemical graining: The aluminum is electrochemically 

roughened using alternating current. the result is micro channels 

that will allow water to run through at a later stage. the roughness 

of the surface determines the lithographic behavior of the plate, 

such as the ink/water balance, dot gain and resolution of the 
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Coating: Using Agfa-patented technology, the aluminum is covered with a (light- or 

thermal-)sensitive coating in constant thickness. It is this layer that will form the final  

to-be-printed image or text. After coating, the web is dried.

Surface inspection: before cutting to size, inspection systems monitor every single  

square millimeter of the surface to guarantee that any substandard material is identified 

and removed.

Trimming & cutting: the web is levelled to ensure flatness, and an interleaf sheet  

is added as protection against damage to the surface of the plates. then, the aluminum is 

trimmed and then cross-cut to the required dimensions.

Packing and stacking: After yet another quality control the plates are finally wrapped in a 

type of impermeable paper and packed into cardboard boxes for shipment to the customers. 

they arrive in pristine condition, each exactly the same as the last one, ready for imaging. 

AlUmInUm: A solId foUndAtIon

 

• Atomic number: 13
• Atomic weight: 26.981539
• melting point: 660.37°c 
• boiling point: 2,467°c 
• specific gravity of 2.6989 (20°c) 
• Valence: 3

In principle, all of Agfa Graphics’ printing plates are made in the same way. the substrate consists of aluminum. Aluminum  
has several advantages over other materials:

• Absolute dimensional stability on a printing press. this is very important, particularly for offset color printing, where the various colors  
are printed one after the other. printing plates that are dimensionally unstable cause registration errors in the printed result. this means  
for example that you might see a yellow line next to a blue one, instead of one green line. 

• Aluminum is light yet strong.
• It can be treated to provide the hydrophilic qualities needed for high-quality litho printing. 
• It is durable, which makes it possible to print runs of over a million copies. 
• It can be recycled to a high degree.

these advantages are what have made aluminum the standard material for printing plates. not any type of aluminum is suited though.  
Agfa Graphics uses aluminum of particularly high quality. 

Aluminum web up to 1600 mm wide

speed of the 

manufacturing line
up to 100 m/min

Weight of an  

aluminum coil
2 to 5 tons

Length of a printing plate 

manufacturing line
up to 300 m

Thickness of a  

printing plate

between 0.15  

and 0.4 mm
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Agfa Graphics has produced a short video to explain how printing 

plates are produced, from the raw bauxite ore to the high quality, 

consistent product that arrives at the user in light safe packaging.  

find the video on www.agfagraphics.com/plateproduction

Sleeves: individual pack (wrap) of plates, meant for 

small and standard plate sizes. the plates are wrapped  

in brown paper and put into a cardboard sleeve.  

multiple sleeves are put on a wooden pallet for transport.

Multiple wrap: bulk packaging with one or more stacks 

consisting of individual packs of plates (wraps) held 

together by a large cardboard wrap onto a wooden pallet.

Single wrap separated: bulk packaging with a single 

stack of plates separated by cardboard (or tabs). Wrapped 

in black foil and cardboard onto a wooden pallet.

Single wrap: bulk packaging with a single stack of 

plates. no separations between the plates. Wrapped in 

black foil and cardboard onto a wooden pallet.

Which packaging is chosen depends on the plate sizes and gauges, and on the amount of plates that  

needs to be transported. In cooperation with our customers, we always try to pursue the optimum relation 

between plate packaging style and customer demand volume, as well as to optimize the delivery frequency  

with a view on distribution costs.

qUAlIty! check!

quality cannot be allowed to vary. every plate must have the potential 

to print the highest quality job. that is why standardized process and 

quality parameters are monitored throughout the whole production 

process. With contact-free measuring technology, developed in house, 

any deviations from standard will be recognized and automatically 

corrected. We can truthfully state that today’s printing plates can be 

trusted thanks to the care and quality control built in at every stage of 

its production. All of our printing plate manufacturing plants hold the 

Iso 9001 quality certificate.

Agfa Production System

In 2007, the printing plate factory in Wiesbaden, Germany, initiated 

the ‘Agfa production system’. Aps hinges on the implementation of 

lean management and lean principles, and is designed to improve and 

standardize all processes to produce the highest quality as efficiently 

as possible. over the years, Aps has been rolled out to the other 

Agfa Graphics manufacturing sites, mobilizing the entire workforce, 

independent of level or education.

the activities of the various Aps teams deliver substantial, recurrent 

improvements every year by reducing waste, enhancing efficiency, 

and saving significant amounts of raw materials and energy. Aps 

takes care of she (safety, health & environmental) aspects as well, 

e.g. by collecting and implementing ideas to create a better and more 

ergonomic working environment for our staff.     

Wrapping up. Kinds of packaging.
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hIGh-precIsIon technoloGy

printing plates have gauges ranging between 0.15 mm (for the 

smaller presses) and 0.40 mm (for the big size jumbo presses).  

The photographic coating layer which lies on top of the aluminum 

has a thickness of only 1 µm. the fact that these polymeric coating 

layers have an enormous resistance is proven by the fact that some 

of the printing plates are used to print millions of copies.

the finest elements that form the image on the printing plates are as 

small as 10 x 10 µm. millions of those small dots form the entire image.

sIze mAtters

printing plates are available in a wide variety of sizes. there are small printing plates 

(sized e.g. 51 x 40 cm) for the smaller offset presses. on the other side of the range are 

the very big size plates, which go up to widths of almost 3 meters. the latter plates  

are typically used on heatset web offset presses, capable of printing up to 96 A4 pages 

in one revolution. After folding, this means that one single sheet in fact contains an  

entire 96-page magazine. 

Agfa Graphics’ printing plates are produced conform the Iso 12635 standard,  

being very strict and precise concerning the tolerances for gauge, size, squareness...

recyclInG

Given the journey from raw material to printing plate, a voyage that can take six  

months or more, given the heavy investment at all stages from smelter to coil 

processing to plate coating plant, it is remarkable how little a printing plate  

actually costs. And a printer can even recover some of its cost price…

Aluminum is valuable to a printer, not just because of its critical role in the printing 

process, but also quite literally. more than half of the price of a printing plate is bound 

up in the cost of the metal, yet this can be recouped through recycling the aluminum. 

And even if not all will be litho aluminum again, it will find a new life in thousands  

of other applications, where there will be new stories to tell.

AzuRA: OVER A DECADE OF InnOVATIOn

Agfa Graphics has held the leading position in chemistry-

free printing plates over the last decade, starting with the 

introduction of the first Azura printing plate in 2004… 

Azura took the world by storm and became the best-selling 

chemistry-free printing plate. It is used by many thousands of 

printers worldwide, outnumbering competitive installations 

by many times. since its early days, it has been consistently 

improved upon. 

the basics are simple: Instead of being developed by alkaline 

chemistry, Azura is washed by an ecological gum (Azura tU). 

The conventional processor is replaced by a simple and small 

clean-out unit. In case of Azura te, no unit is required anymore, 

as the plate is cleaned on the press.

 

The system is easy to use and printing results are of high 

quality and very consistent. of all printing plates on the global 

market, Azura plates can boast the highest image contrast and 

daylight stability.

Depending on the exact type, Azura is suited for commercial 

printing applications up to 150,000 copies, which means 

it covers the requirements of most commercial sheet-fed 

printers. thanks to the Azura cx clean-out unit, water savings 

compared to conventional plate processing amount to more 

than 95%. bath life is long and maintenance low. 

In 2015, Agfa Graphics introduced Azura te: a direct-on-press 

plate characterized by its high image contrast, crisp quality, 

and fast make-ready. As it requires no processor, no chemistry, 

no gum and no water, needs less energy and generates no 

waste, it is extremely environment-friendly and cost-efficient.

for in-depth product information and an overview of the 

history of Azura, as well as its popularity around the world, 

visit www.agfagraphics.com/azura.



ThERMAl PRInTInG PlATES VISIBlE-lIGhT PRInTInG PlATES

nEGATIVE-WORKInG POSITIVE-WORKInG nEGATIVE-WORKInG

Azura TS thermofuse chemistry-free plate

• sheetfed commercial up to 16-up format

• Runlengths of up to 100,000 impressions

• compatible with all thermal ctp systems

Azura TE thermofuse chemistry-free  

direct-on-press plate

• sheetfed commercial applications

• Runlengths up to 75,000 impressions

• Image off-press, clean out on-press

Energy Elite (Pro) thermal printing plates

• Uses Agfa Graphics’ dual-layer technology 

for chemical resistance.

• sheetfed and UV packaging applications

• Run-lengths of up to 400,000 impressions 

(150,000 UV)

• compatible with all thermal ctp systems

Aspire visible-light printing plates

• sheetfed, coldset and heatset web 

commercial applications

• Run-lengths of up to 300,000 impressions 

(100,000 UV)

• bakeable for long runs

• compatible with all visible-light violet ctp 

systems

Azura Tu thermofuse chemistry-free plate

• sheetfed commercial up to 16-up format

• Runlengths of up to 150,000 impressions

• compatible with all thermal ctp systems

Amigo TS thermofuse developer-free plate

• heatset web offset and sheetfed  

in all formats

• Run-lengths of up to 200,000 impressions

Thermostar P970 thermal printing plate

• Exceptional press durability and extremely 

fast imaging

• Runs up to 100,000 without baking –  

more than 1 million when baked

• compatible with standard processing 

chemistry

Azura Vi chemistry-free visible-light printing plates

• Excellent image contrast

• Run-lengths of up to 150,000 impressions 

(standard inks)

VISIBlE-lIGhT PRInTInG PlATES

nEGATIVE-WORKInG

n94-V traditional violet printing plates

• coldset newspaper plate

• Runlengths of up to 350,000 impressions

• compatible with a wide variety of violet 

ctp systems

n94-VCF chemistry-free violet printing plates

• The standard in sustainable plate making

• Runlengths of up to 200,000 impressions

n95-VCF chemistry-free violet printing plates

• state-of-the-art plate for sustainable 

prepress operations

• Runlengths of up to 300,000 impressions 

(up to 100,000 for UV inks)

ThERMAl PRInTInG PlATES

POSITIVE-WORKInG

Energy Elite Pro thermal printing plates

• Uses Agfa Graphics’ dual-layer technology  

for chemical resistance.

• sheetfed and heatset web applications

• Runlengths of up to 400,000 impressions 

(150,000 UV)

• compatible with all thermal ctp systems

Agfa Graphics’ printing plate assortment

Visible-light printing plates

negatiVe-working

n94-V traditional violet printing plates

• Coldset newspaper plate

• Runlengths of up to 350,000 impressions

• Compatible with a wide variety of violet 

CtP systems

n94-VCF chemistry-free violet printing plates

• The standard in sustainable plate making

• Runlengths of up to 200,000 impressions

n95-VCF chemistry-free violet printing plates

• State-of-the-art plate for sustainable 

prepress operations

• Runlengths of up to 300,000 impressions 

(up to 100,000 for UV inks)

Thermal prinTing plaTes

posiTive-working

energy elite pro thermal printing plates

• Uses Agfa Graphics’ dual-layer technology  

for chemical resistance.

• Sheetfed and heatset web applications

• Runlengths of up to 400,000 impressions 

(150,000 UV)

• Compatible with all thermal CtP systems

FOR COMMERCIAl APPlICATIOnS

FOR nEWSPAPER PRInTInG FOR PACKAGInG & lABEl PRInTInG

Thermal prinTing plaTes Visible-lighT prinTing plaTes

negaTiVe-working posiTiVe-working negaTiVe-working

azura Ts ThermoFuse chemistry-free plate

• Sheetfed commercial up to 16-up format

• Runlengths of up to 100,000 impressions

• Compatible with all thermal CtP systems

azura Te ThermoFuse chemistry-free  

direct-on-press plate

• Sheetfed commercial applications

• Runlengths up to 75,000 impressions

• Image off-press, clean out on-press

energy elite (pro) thermal printing plates

• Uses Agfa Graphics’ dual-layer technology 

for chemical resistance.

• Sheetfed and UV packaging applications

• Run-lengths of up to 400,000 impressions 

(150,000 UV)

• Compatible with all thermal CtP systems

aspire visible-light printing plates

• Sheetfed, coldset and heatset web 

commercial applications

• Run-lengths of up to 300,000 impressions 

(100,000 UV)

• Bakeable for long runs

• Compatible with all visible-light violet CtP 

systems

azura TU ThermoFuse chemistry-free plate

• Sheetfed commercial up to 16-up format

• Runlengths of up to 150,000 impressions

• Compatible with all thermal CtP systems

amigo Ts ThermoFuse developer-free plate

• Heatset web offset and sheetfed  

in all formats

• Run-lengths of up to 200,000 impressions

Thermostar p970 thermal printing plate

• Exceptional press durability and extremely 

fast imaging

• Runs up to 100,000 without baking –  

more than 1 million when baked

• Compatible with standard processing 

chemistry

azura Vi chemistry-free visible-light printing plates

• Excellent image contrast

• Run-lengths of up to 150,000 impressions 

(standard inks)
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Better business for a better environment

from the time a product is conceived, our engineers consider ways 

to benefit the environment. We do this on two levels - in how we 

manufacture the product itself, and in the way the product is used 

at our customers’ locations.

enVIronmentAl mAnAGement

At every manufacturing facility in every part of the world we 

closely monitor the elements that can impact our environment: 

emissions to air, water and soil, depletion of resources and consumption of energy.  

In line with our environmental targets, we continuously strive to significantly reduce  

the usage of natural resources and the consumption of energy and to considerably 

diminish emissions to air and water. 

We also invest in waste reduction and recycling programs, and in sustainable packaging 

and logistics. We monitor the safety aspects of each operation to ensure the well-being 

of our employees and the efforts to avoid environmental incidents and complaints.

As one of the largest plate manufacturers in the world, we believe  
it is our responsibility to go beyond the laws of compliance to 
sustain a better environment for future generations. 



SITE COunTRy
ISO 9001 

QuAlITy

ISO 14001 

EnVIROnMEnT

OhSAS 18001 

SAFETy

ISO 50001 (DIn 16001)  EnERGy

Branchburg Us certified certified certified planned

leeds Uk certified certified certified certified

Pont-à-Marcq france certified certified certified certified

Suzano brazil certified certified certified certified

Vallese di Opeano Italy certified planned certified planned

Wiesbaden Germany certified certified certified certified

Wuxi china certified certified certified certified
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Overview Of the quality, envirOnmental and safety management certificates that are Obtained by the different agfa graphics sites

site cOuntry
isO 9001 

quality

isO 14001 

envirOnment

Ohsas 18001 

safety

isO 50001 (din 16001)  energy

branchburg US Certified Certified Certified Planned

leeds UK Certified Certified Certified Certified

pont-à-marcq France Certified Certified Certified Certified

suzano Brazil Certified Certified Certified Certified

vallese di Opeano Italy Certified Planned Certified Planned

wiesbaden Germany Certified Certified Certified Certified

wuxi China Certified Certified Certified Certified

EnVIROnMEnT-FRIEnDly PlATEMAKInG

As long as plates remain a critical part of the print process, Agfa Graphics is committed to reducing their impact on the environment. breakthrough technology, such as thermofuse, eliminates or 

dramatically reduces the amount of chemistry needed for processing, as well as energy consumption. And because printing plates incorporating this technology do not require traditional developing, 

they also deliver higher quality and rarely need a remake. the most recent plate development based on thermofuse technology was Azura te: as the plate is cleaned out on press, it is ready for use 

immediately after exposure. the system requires no chemistry and no water whatsoever. for additional plate making efficiency, quality control systems monitor the plate making process to identify 

problems before they occur. the end result is more reliable production and virtual elimination of waste. To learn how ThermoFuse works, visit www.agfagraphics.com/azura.

prodUct steWArdshIp

In the field of environmental sustainability, Agfa Graphics is a 

forerunner in the graphics industry. our products are designed, 

developed and manufactured in such a way that the environmental 

impact of production, storage, transport, the use of the products 

and the waste treatment at the end of the life is limited, while 

quality and reliability are guaranteed. our solutions eliminate  

toxic chemicals, reduce waste, lower ink and water consumption 

and save energy. our chemistry-free printing plates are the  

perfect example of eco-friendly products that really make  

a difference.

Agfa Graphics will continue to leave no stone unturned in its effort to develop energy-

efficient, waste-minimizing technology that is gentle on the environment and generous 

on the bottom line. In doing so, we also want to support our customers in their effort 

to attract print buyers who prefer to do business with printers that demonstrate 

environmental concern.

AccoUntAbIlIty

Last but not least, we provide our customers, our employees, our public and the 

authorities with an evaluation of our products and manufacturing processes, in all 

matters pertaining to health, safety and environment. We also hold our suppliers  

to the same health, safety and environmental standards we set for ourselves.
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Manufacturing around the world

GermAny, WIesbAden

Wiesbaden is Agfa Graphics’ largest plant for the production 

of pre-sensitized printing plates. 

brAzIl, sUzAno

the suzano plant produces the complete Agfa Graphics digital plate portfolio, 

in addition to negative and positive analog printing plates for printing 

companies in brazil and the other latin American countries. 

Agfa Graphics manufactures plates in four continents (Europe, 
North America, South America, Asia). Each manufacturing site is 
aligned to our global quality control system.

chInA, WUxI

Agfa Graphics’ state-of-the-art printing plate facility in Wuxi was inaugurated 

in 2003. It produces Agfa Graphics’ portfolio of printing plates to meet Asia’s 

increasing demands for quality printing technology, including (mainly) digital 

plates, both thermal and violet.



China, 
Wuxi

France, 
Pont-à-Marcq

United Kingdom, 
Leeds

Italy, 
Vallese

Brazil, 
Suzano

United States, 
Branchburg, NJ

Germany, 
Wiesbaden
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frAnce, pont-à-mArcq

Agfa Graphics’ factory in the north of france is converting graphic arts film from 

master rolls coated in Mortsel, and is further specialized in the production of 

water-based digital offset plates

ItAly, VAllese

Agfa Graphics has concentrated its analog printing plate manufacturing in the 

Italian production site. In addition, a specific thermal bake plate is produced 

in Italy.

UnIted kInGdom, leeds

The Leeds facility manufactures all aluminum substrates for water-based digital 

plates that are currently coated in pont-à-marcq.

UnIted stAtes, brAnchbUrG, nJ

This facility manufactures Agfa Graphics’ assortment of negative analog printing 

plates and of thermal and photopolymer digital printing plates. It also features a 

state-of-the-art technology demo center.
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prodUctIon notes

All prepress work for this brochure was done using Agfa Graphics’ Apogee workflow software, including the Inksave module.  

Azura tU digital thermal plates were imaged on an Avalon platesetter using Abs/sublima screening software.  

they were cleaned out in an Azura cx clean-out unit and printed on a komori lithrone Gs540 h-UV press.  

the brochure was printed on a high-quality paper from condat.
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